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Since 1923 The natural wood look
Leno

The Leno terrace deck from SunDeck combines the 
advantages of plastic with the aesthetics of wood. 
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The rough wood look
Leno Plus

Achieve an even more realistic wood look with an 
additional paint layer. 

The best performer in the wet
Rib

This robust, no warping terrace deck is characterised 
by deep, straight grooves, which come to the fore in 
wet conditions.

Simple elegance
Sand Plus

The SunDeck terrace deck Sand Plus perfectly embodies 
the elegance of a smoothly sanded wooden plank. 

The original wood character
Rustic Top

Back to nature. With its solid structure and grooves of 
different widths, Rustic Top really gives off the character 
of original wooden floors.

Easy to clean

Sun-Deck terrace deck is 
neither painted nor oiled or 
coated.

Additional safety

The SunDeck terrace deck 
has a non-slip surface and 
does not splinter.

25-year guarantee

We guarantee 25 years of resist-
ance to wood decay, wood-de-
stroying fungi and insects.
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A terrace  
is life

Natural look, ecological sensibility
 
Our SunDeck terrace decks are ideal for outdoor use. Ideal means that they are 
environmentally friendly and extremely easy to maintain.
The natural look of the planks turns every outside surface into a living space
that makes you feel good. Our decking planks are an ecologically sound
alternative to tropical hardwoods.

Durable and environmentally friendly

Our WPC (wood-plastic-composite) is an ecological composite material made of 
wood and environmentally friendly polymer, consisting of 60 percent wood mass 
and 40 percent HDPE (high-density polyethylene). The wood for our decking 
planks is an environmentally friendly alternative to hardwoods 
sourced from the tropics. 
It comes from PEFC-certified, sustainably managed forests. The 
WPC products on offer have a long lifespan, and even at the end 
of their useful life, the decking can still be fully recycled

As beautiful as wood, only more practical 
than wood
 
The SunDeck terrace deck made of wood and plastic is durable and easy to 
maintain, just like plastic. The material is resistant to UV radiation. In contrast 
to wood, it does not splinter and does not have to be painted or oiled. In addition 
to durability, SunDeck terrace deck stands out with its aesthetics and natural 
appearance. Another advantage over wooden planks is its non-slip surface, 
even when wet. And its also easy to lay than with pure wooden floorboards, 
since there is practically no length expansion. 

Our programme is built around diversity

We offer five product families with a variety of colours and surfaces.  Due to the 
full profile, all SunDeck planks are characterised by their high durability.

The guaranteed sunny sides

SunDeck terrace deck is weatherproof and resistant to the effects of cold, heat, 
acid rain, salt and chlorine water, wood-destroying fungi and insects. It has a 
high resistance to UV radiation and is colour-fast for a long time. Our SunDeck 
terrace deck does not splinter and features a non-slip surface.
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The Leno terrace deck from the SunDeck series combines the advantages of 
plastic with the aesthetics of wood. The surface structure also feels pleasant to 
bare feet and its non-slip properties increase safety when wet. 

Advantages that inspire

Natural wood look
Weatherproof
Strong, long lifespan
Non-slip surface
Shatter-proof
Almost maintenance-free, simply rinse off with water
100% recyclable
Guarantee up to 25 years
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Leno is 137 mm wide, 
Material thickness 22 mm.
Standard lenghts 4 m, 5 m und 6 m, 
Spezial lenghts 2–6 m.

Leno 14

137 mm
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Leno XL is the wider variant with 195 
mm, the material thickness 22 mm.
Standard length 4 m,  
special lengths 2–4 m.

Leno 19

195 mm
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Leno
Raised in structure, as 
fine as brushed wood
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All colours / decor shown in the brochure may differ from the original tones due to printing.  
We are happy to provide you with original samples.

Leno

Raised in structure - as fine as brushed
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The Leno Plus terrace board has a similar structure to the Leno board. The 
main difference is that the surface features an additional colour (subtle black 
tint). This additional colour makes the terrace surface look even more realistic. 
Also, dirt from pollen and other common contaminants is less noticeable due 
to the different gradation of the colours. Short: The SunDeck terrace deck Leno 
Plus is as strong as Leno, but its appearance makes it a little less sensitive in 
everyday life.

Advantages that impress

Optimal wood look thanks to subtle black tint
Weatherproof
Strong, long lifespan
Non-slip surface
Shatter-proof
Almost maintenance-free, simply rinse off with water
100% recyclable
Guarantee up to 25 years
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Leno Plus is 137 mm wide 
and 22 mm thick. 
Standard lengths 4 m, 5 m and 6 m, 
special lengths 2–6 m.

Leno Plus 14

137 mm
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Leno Plus
The plus in wood
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teak

All colours / decor shown in the brochure may differ from the original tones due to printing.  
We are happy to provide you with original samples.

Leno Plus
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A terrace  
is relaxation 



This strong, non-warping decking is characterised by deep, linear grooves. Rib 
is particularly recommended for wet conditions, for example around swimming 
pools. Because the depth of the grooves ensures a firm footing even in the wet 
and prevents slipping. Rib is available in four colours. 

Advantages that convince

The deep grooves on the surface increase safety when wet
High resistance to salty and chlorinated water
High weather resistance (sun, rain, frost, snow)
High resistance to contact damage
Non-warp and strong
Shatter-proof
Almost maintenance-free, simply rinse off with water
100% recyclable
Guarantee up to 25 years
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Rib
The best performer  
in the wet
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Rib Standard is 137 mm wide 
and 22 mm thick. 
Standard lengths 4 m, 5 m and 6 m, 
special lengths 2–6 m.

Rib 14

137 mm
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Rib XL is the wider variant with 195 mm, 
the material thickness is 23 mm. 
Standard length 4 m, 
special lengths 2–4 m.

Rib 19

195 mm
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All colours / decor shown in the brochure may differ from the original tones due to printing.  
We are happy to provide you with original samples.

Rib



The SunDeck terrace deck Sand Plus perfectly embodies the elegance of a 
smoothly sanded wooden plank. Sand Plus achieves the amazing effect with 
an irregular pigmentation of the colour (light, black tint). The planks come very 
close to a natural look. 

Advantages that are visible

Simple elegance
High resistance to salty and chlorinated water
High weather resistance (sun, rain, frost, snow)
High resistance to contact damage
Non-warp and strong
Shatter-proof
Almost maintenance-free, simply rinse off with water
100% recyclable
Guarantee up to 25 years
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Sand Plus
Simple elegance
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Sand Plus Standard is 137 mm wide  
and 23 mm thick.
Standard length 4 m,
Special lengths 2–6 m.

Sand Plus 14

137 mm
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All colours / decor shown in the brochure may differ from the original tones due to printing.  
We are happy to provide you with original samples.

Sand Plus
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Back to nature. With its solid structure and grooves of different widths that over-
lap each other, Rustic Top really gives off the character of original wooden floors. 
This structure gives the surface a look of a classic, rustic wooden terrace. The 
planks overlap so that dirt does not get lodged in the gaps, ensuring the terrace 
looks clean at all times.
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Rustic Top Standard is 140 mm wide 
and 22 mm thick. 
Standard lengths 4 m, 5 m and 6 m, 
special lengths 2–6 m.

Rustic Top 14

140 mm

Closed laying 
pattern
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Rustic Top
The gap-free solution
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Advantages with endurance

Board design in the look of old wooden floors
Overlapping profile that hides the gaps between the planks
High weather resistance (sun, rain, frost, snow)
High resistance to contact damage
Non-warp and strong
Shatter-proof
Almost maintenance-free, simply rinse off with water
100% recyclable
Guarantee up to 25 years
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All colours / decor shown in the brochure may differ from the original tones due to printing.  
We are happy to provide you with original samples.

Rustic Top
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A terrace  
is a playground
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A terrace is 
inspiration

Responsible for the content: Werzalit Deutschland GmbH / graphics: Aberjung GmbH / text: Werzalit Deutschland GmbH
Photos: Werzalit Deutschland GmbH, shutterstock.com / © Werzalit 2019 - all rights reserved.



Substructure support

Default
Small profile

50 x 50 mm
50 x 30 mm

Approximate material consumption 
per square meter of terrace floor

A terrace  
is fun

Easy assembly

WERZALIT supplies everything needed to manufacture excellent substructure 
characteristics and assemble the deck planks. The SunDeck fastening system 
contains all fixtures required for assembly. It is so well thought out that it reduces 
the usual assembly time for decking by 50%.

End strips for the sides of the SunDeck terrace.  
The same material as the SunDeck terrace boards  
90 x 15 x 2000 mm - Leno / Sand Plus on both sides

The substructure supports are made of WPC or aluminium,  
the clip system is simply screwed to the supports

 End strips to cover the supporting structure are available to  
match the colours of the decking 

Shims for height differences are also available

Profiles 137 mm wide

Decking
Brackets with screws 
Substructure

7,25 pcs./m2

20 piece 
2,8 pcs./m2

137/140 mm

5mm gap
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Substructure

Bracket

Profiles 195 mm wide

Decking
Brackets with screws 
Substructure

5 pcs./m2

14 piece 
2,8 pcs./m2

5mm gap

195 mm
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Substructure

Bracket
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Window sills | Terraces | Façades | Balconies | Outdoor furniture

WERZALIT Deutschland GmbH 
Gronauer Straße 70  |  DE-71720 Oberstenfeld 
T. +49 (0) 70 62/50-0  |  F. +49 (0) 70 62/50-208

info@werzalit.com 

www.werzalit.com

WERZALIT UK Office
11 Crescent Road, Bromlay  |  GB – Kent BR1 3PN 

T. +44 (0) 208 289 2600
n.shotton@werzalit.com

www.werzalit.com


